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ABSTRACT
This paper discusses social implications of Google Glass use in multi-party and multi-activity participation frameworks in different Danish settings. As opposed to the often-employed HCI approach to computer and smart glass use, this paper addresses Glass through Conversation Analysis (CA). On the basis of quasi-experimental breaching experiments, the paper shows three interrelated social implications in interaction that may cause problems on the turn-taking level: 1) difficulties determining what the next relevant action is, 2) overlap, repair and the problem of intended, simultaneous talk and 3) participants' lack of understanding and the production of epistemic discrepancies. The paper ends by concluding that, if smart glasses continue to be controlled by verbal and gestural input in public, new communicational practices may need to be employed by participants. This has consequences for the future design.

INTRODUCTION
There are many different types of smart glasses on the market or in the pipeline today. To mention a few: Optinvent, Epson Moverio, Atheer One, Recon Jet, Vuzix, Meta spaceglasses, Weon Glasses, Chipsip, Laforge Optical, Epiphany Eyewear, Kopin, Sony smart glass, Glass Up, Lumus DK40, Lenovo smart glass, Xoeye Technologies, Innovega iOptik and 4iii SportIII. Microsoft and Apple have also patented smart glass technology. However, Google Glass (Glass, in short) has taken the market lead and brought about the hype. The prototype version 1 is not on sale to consumers but used in enterprise. A new version of Glass will probably be on the market during 2015. Google Glass is a minicomputer attached to a frame, which is worn like ordinary spectacles. They project a screen in front of the user with information from Internet searches, calendar, time, weather, maps, news or whatever app is installed on the computer. In addition, Glass can take pictures and record video. In sum, it is like a smartphone worn on the head: a wearable heads-up display computer. It is managed through talk and the touchpad on the side.

Using wearables such as Glass when alone is different from using it in a social setting. Gesturing and talking to Glass when alone requires an intuitive and comprehensive interaction design (Rogers, Sharp & Preece 2011). Using Glass in a social setting requires - in addition to the useful UX - a coordination of relevant actions at relevant times that is meaningful to co-participants on a turn-by-turn level. This has been observed from almost the beginning of the development of wearables (Starner 1996; Starner et al. 1999). However, no systematic empirical studies of this phenomenon have been conducted.

Many of the social implications of Glass derive from its use of voice and gesture control and, hence, visible and audible actions in social interaction. This implies that there is no common or shared practice for how to behave in response to this kind of Glass use. This is not a surprise, since the technology is very new to people and behavioural systems and social scripts are often lacking behind the launch of new products (Schank & Abelson 1977; Norman 1983). This is, of course, also a question of the user's knowledge and practical experience with the technology as well as the co-participant's use of and practical experience with interaction with Glass-users. That is, the implications of using Glass in social interaction are relative to the
participant’s epistemic stance with respect to the technology. At the moment, Glass is only shipped with English as the default language and with only some of its functionality working. Use in a Danish setting is, thus, restricted, and the users – at least, in my data – are novices with very limited experience with the technology.

Becoming socialised into the use of the technology and behaving accordingly takes time and demands, among other things, a broad distribution of the technology throughout society. Use among skilled experts and co-participants with symmetric epistemic stances will, naturally, be a different kind of situation than use among novices. However, at the moment, almost everyone using Glass and engaging in Glass-use interaction are novices.

METHOD AND THEORETICAL APPROACH

This paper takes as its departure a broad phenomenological and holistic sense of the human being-in-the-world (Merleau-Ponty 2002), which takes into consideration the uniqueness of each and every situation as a specific constitution of participants who use different modalities in semiotic ecologies. As has been stated within the Conversation Analytical (CA) and Ethnomethodological (EM) community, participants in talk-in-interaction are oriented towards previous turns and actions as relevant contexts for their contributions, when talking (or acting) participants project relevant next speakers and types of actions (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974). For instance, when a speaker asks, “What time is it?”, he projects the next relevant action to be an answer, such as: “It is 2 a.m.”. But, in a Glass context, the big issue is: who or what is projected to do what in the next relevant position? This is particularly an interesting question since Glass itself may also be defined as a non-human participant in the interaction – which will be shown in the analysis. Therefore, the use of smart glasses needs to be incorporated in one way or another into the “normal” organisation of turn-taking. This will be discussed throughout the paper.

So far, research on technology use has primarily been done from a HCI standpoint (Card et al., 1980). This research tradition has contributed many valuable insights. However, the approach naturally takes the computer as a starting point; and, when the human is incorporated, it is often done from a psychological or cognitive point of departure. HCI is, of course, a broad research tradition that encompasses different perspectives. It is often regarded as the intersection of computer science, behavioural sciences, and design. HCI involves the study, planning, and design of the interaction between people and technology (Jacko 2012). Attention to human-machine interaction is important because poorly designed human-machine interfaces can lead to many unexpected problems. But a more detailed method is also needed to understand how computers are used in social interaction (Hornecker & Buur 2006). Therefore, this paper will argue that a multimodal conversation analysis is needed to expand the range of HCI.

Multimodal CA is concerned with how people build actions by combining resources with diverse properties (e.g., modality of talking, gazing, touching, using gestures, and artefacts), which expands the repertoire of possible action available to participants (Streeck, Goodwin & LeBaron 2011). And CA-oriented work has provided a better understanding of the whole user situation in which the technology is embedded (e.g. Heath & Luff 1992; Heath, Luff & Sellen 1995; Hindmarsh et al. 1998; Fraser et al. 2000; Luff et al. 2003).

Every kind of multimodal action (e.g., talking, gesturing, moving around, gazing, and handling artefacts) is performed in time and space, thus occupying a slot in interaction at particular sequential moments. Thus, this paper builds on the sequential turn-taking-system (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974) as a starting point. The sequential organization includes not only speech actions but also e.g. gesture-actions (Kendon 2005). And actions are embedded within a semiotic ecology of signs with relevant meanings relative to the amount of attention and orientation that participants give the action or artefact. Actions are also considered to be recipient designed. Hence, the meaning of an utterance is co-constructed by the response (Goodwin 1979). This is a fundamentally intersubjective architecture of interaction. Basically, everything about this turn-taking system and its description of how participants orient towards interaction as “normal” or “un-normal” is challenged when one is using Glass – at the moment. Thus, a deeper understanding of how Glass is actually used in conversation may help future product design.

DATA AND CONTEXT

It is difficult to collect naturally-occurring interactions with people wearing smart glasses, since very few people actually wear them at the moment. As an alternative, I have used quasi-experimental ethnomethodological methods with colleagues and students in order to construct situations that simulate naturally-occurring interactions and situations. They are quasi-experimental in the sense that they do not follow standard experimental design regulations with efforts to control causalities, possible sources of clinical bias, contamination, spurious inferences, etc., but simply invite participants to be at specific locations at specific times. And they are breaching (Garfinkel 1967) experiments in the sense that the very use of Glass during conversation seems to challenge the moral and social order, thus making the shared methods that participants use to construct the meaningful orderliness of social situations accountable and visible in interaction. I have collected data in three different settings in Denmark, and the participants are speaking Danish. However, I have translated the data transcriptions into English.

Case 1 is an experiment with students wearing Glass while interacting and talking about schoolwork and routine matters. This is a mundane, everyday type of interaction between four students who are specifically talking about an exhibition they went to see.

Case 2 is also with students. This was set up in an experimental lab with four cameras running from different angles. Again, the students were not told to do anything
specific but to talk about whatever they felt like - in this case, the completed study tour of one of the students. Use of Glass in these student-situations was embedded in the interaction as a resource for conducting searches on the Internet, note-taking, taking pictures, etc.

**Case 3** is from an institutional setting in which participants (paramedics) use Glass during a simulated emergency at a hospital lab. This event was organised by a large Danish company in order to run a test case with possible implementation perspectives. In this situation, there are also four participants of whom two are paramedics and one of them is wearing Glass. Then, there is the patient, represented by a female doll, and another participant who acts as the patient’s husband. The Glass-wearing paramedic uses a prototype medicine scan app - developed by two master’s-level students (Kenny & Mathias) - as he enters the scene in order to determine what kind of medicine the patient has taken and what the implications might be. In this setting, there are several procedures and, thus, types of turn design that the paramedics are supposed to follow, e.g., examining and stabilising the patient (Nielsen et al. 2012). Thus, this kind of situation is somewhat more institutionalised with some kind of “turn-type preallocation” (Atkinson & Drew 1979) in which the activities of asking and answering (or responding to) questions are pre-allocated to the roles of being a paramedic (professional) versus being a patient (non-professional). In this situation, Glass is still a resource but in a different manner: the aim is to use a particular app for a particular purpose. However, the aim of this paper is not to point to differences between the data corpuses but to identify the overall social implications that cross the activity types.

**RESULTS: THE SOCIAL IMPLICATIONS OF USING GOOGLE GLASS**

Going through the video recordings over and over again, I have identified several different social implications of using Glass. Each type of social implication is comprehensive, and there are many examples in my data corpus of different situations of every type. However, the examples provided in this paper are based on single-case analyses (Schegloff 1988). This paper deals with *progressivity* (difficulties determining what the next relevant action is), *multiactivity* (overlap and repair in interaction and the problem of intended simultaneously talk), and *epistemics* (participants’ lack of understanding and epistemic incongruities). I will go through the examples one by one, providing a descriptive analysis of the social interaction. In the discussion section, I shall discuss design implications.

**PROGRESSIVITY: DIFFICULTIES DETERMINING WHAT THE NEXT RELEVANT ACTION IS**

*Why that now?* Why do people do what they do at the exact time they do it? If participants depart from “normal actions” in any particular given situation, they are typically accounted for in various ways (Schegloff & Sacks 1973). The following example is from the institutional setting (case 3) in which the paramedic uses Glass to scan a medicine box. In this situation, the two paramedics are examining and stabilising the patient while, at the same time, reassuring the husband about the situation. There are, of course, many things going on in the situation, but we shall focus on lines 5 and 6.
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Transcript (ex. 1): Silence is treated as a transition relevant place. Overlap occurs. Transcript is from case 3

In lines 1-4, Bo gives a command to Glass and then waits silently while engaging in several embodied actions: gazing at the Glass optics/screen and swiping the touchpad. Thus, the silence in line 4 is not a pause in the interaction but filled with embodied and virtual actions. However, the silence is long and beyond the normal one-second standard maximum of silence before it is treated as an interactional problem – as registered in mundane interactions (Jefferson 1983). Hence, the co-participant (the husband (Ib)) treats the verbal silence as a transition and takes a turn in line 5. The husband does not treat the use of Glass as a legitimate turn in the sequential organisation of turn-takings but as a slot for something else to happen. Thus, he self-selects, which causes an overlap.

Normally, utterances create an interpretive environment that will be used by participants to analyse the interaction (Schegloff 1968). But this implies that participants know what is going on and show an understanding of the situation. When a user is wearing Glass (at the moment), co-participants do not seem to know how interaction with Glass fits into the turn-taking system, as shown in the example; and, consequently, they do not know what a relevant next action is on a simple turn-by-turn basis, e.g., how to treat silence and pauses. Thus, a lot of repair and overlap is also produced, which indicates interactional problems. This will be investigated in more detail below.
MULTIACTIVITY: OVERLAP AND REPAIR IN INTERACTION AND THE PROBLEM OF INTENDED SIMULTANEOUS TALK

The orderly distribution of opportunities to participate in social interaction is one of the most fundamental preconditions for viable social organisation. The most common default of speakership in interaction is the rule: one party at a time speaks (Sacks, Schegloff & Jefferson 1974). However, this is also one of the things that is challenged in conversation with a Glass-user. Simultaneous talk comes into being in different ways, e.g., by simultaneous beginnings or by treatment of silence as a transition relevant place. Participants are normally oriented towards an organised set of practices through which overlap is managed. But both the production and management of overlap are different when interacting with a Glass-user, because the interaction is not between a speaker and his co-speakers but among the speaker, the Glass, and the co-speakers.

Thus, *participation* is a key concept that needs to be taken into consideration by participants, because the Glass seems to function as a participant in interaction - not only through an orientation to the Glass as a thing or “dead” artefact but as a comprehensive participant with status and the possibility of affecting interactions. Thus, Glass can be seen as a non-human actant, meaning it can act in the world (Latour 1994). In this way, Glass is a kind of artificial intelligence, which can provide the user with feedback. Thus, Glass is a participant that can also produce actions that overlap with whatever is going on.

Now, take a look at transcript 1 again: Human overlap is produced in lines 5 and 6 in what seems to be a transition relevant place, but the speaker (Bo) does not treat it this way, and he continues his turn. Human overlap is, thus, a consequence of the co-participants’ lack of orientation to the “correct” transition relevant place. Throughout the excerpt, Bo is performing a multiunit turn, which has no publicly displayed projections of next (human) speaker or possible completion points. The primary activity and projection of the next relevant thing are not towards the co-participants but towards the nonhuman participant (Glass). Thus, overlap is actually produced by Ib when he takes the turn in line 5, because he talks while the machine is giving feedback, thus stressing the Glass-user's cognitive system (Oulasvirta et al. 2005). This can consequently be framed as a non-human overlap. Non-human overlaps make the following question regarding participation status highly relevant: who produces the overlap and consequently should withdraw and do repair? I suggest that non-human overlaps can be produced in three ways:

1) A human co-participant acts in overlap with the (unrecognised) feedback from Glass to the user (ex. 1).

2) A human participant gives Glass a command in overlap with ongoing talk as “non-human side sequences” (ex. 2).

3) A non-human participant provides information that affects social interaction because the Glass-user (suddenly) takes a turn with Glass-provided information (ex. 3).

Having analysed ex. 1, let us now turn to ex. 2 and 3.

In example 2, we see commands given to Glass as responses to ongoing “non-human side sequences” (the user’s interaction with a running app) but in overlap with social interaction, e.g., line 24, which is remedied with a smiling repair (line 25). Sus, one of the students, projects herself as next speaker by lifting her index finger, and Ida (the Glass-user) responds by pointing quickly and indicating the same. Then, in line 30, another command to Glass is given as a response to a “non-human side sequence” - still in overlap with social interaction but quickly produced. Sus responds with embodied withdrawal, and Ida responds quickly with a projection of Sus as the relevant speaker. Thus, it seems that a human participant gives Glass a command in overlap with on-going talk.

In example 3, a non-human participant (Glass) provides information that affects social interaction because the Glass-user (suddenly) takes a turn with the Glass-provided information.
Transcript (ex. 3): A non-human participant (Glass) provides information that affects social interaction because the Glass-user (suddenly) takes a turn with the Glass-provided information. The transcript is from case 2.

The students are talking about who one of them will have as supervisor. In line 4, there is a pause and the production of self-initiated repair indicators, as Kim (the student) seeks the supervisor’s name (line 5). However, Tom (the Glass-user) takes a turn in overlap, thus treating the pause and hesitation or name search as a transition relevant place. In response, they gaze at Tom whose response in lines 6 and 7 is to private Glass information, as a “non-human side sequence”. Before the closing “well”, Kim starts producing the second pair part in line 8 (answer to Tim’s initial question (not in transcript)), thereby treating Tom’s actions as out of context and related to something unknowable. Thus, a non-human participant (Glass) provides information that affects social interaction because the Glass-user (suddenly) takes a turn with the Glass-provided information.

Glass interaction occupies a slot in conversation. This may be why overlap is produced in different ways and also why it is – at the moment – difficult for participants to interact pursuant to the “normal” rules of the turn-taking system. Non-human overlaps are difficult for (non-Glass-wearing) human participants to understand and project since they have no knowledge of the information provided by Glass.

Participants use several embodied markers to compensate for the lack of a verbally-produced context. The gaze of the Glass-user is awkward or, at least, unusual as he / she at times stares out into the open space in front of him / her. Co-participants may interpret these embodied semiotic systems (gazing and gesturing in specific ways) as actions oriented towards Glass as a non-human participant, but they are nevertheless – for the moment – not fully incorporated in the recipient design and production of relevant next actions. Hence, co-participants do not treat the silent Glass interaction as something that is sequentially relevant. This may produce confusion and a lack of understanding of the situation, which will be further discussed below.

Transcript 4. Difficulties in understanding the situation. The transcript is from case 3.

Bo has asked Ib which pills his wife has taken, and Ib answers this question in line 1. In line 3, Bo produces a question to which Ib responds in line 4 with a preferred second pair part. Both parties treat these adjacency pairs as common institutional interaction formats. However, Bo seems not only engaged in the conversation but also with actions oriented towards Glass. So far, no one has accounted for the fact that Bo is wearing Glass, although
Bo’ interactions with Glass have been visible and audible with his actions (touching the frame) and the gaze (looking with Glass at the box). After the response in line 4 in what has so far been a question-answer sequence, Bo quickly looks down at the medicine box and gives Glass a command: “okay, Glass (0.8), recognize this”, which may be seen as preclosing the question-answer sequence. However, Ib responds in the next slot, which he treats as a transition relevant place with an open question marker and intonation going up: “what†”, which produces a gap of 1.2 seconds.

It is clear from this short example that, at first, the two human participants are engaged in a familiar question-answer sequence structure. But suddenly and without any context markers that otherwise might have projected a change of recipient design, Bo orients towards the non-human participant (Glass), thus producing interactional uncertainty. And the response from Ib is a repair initiator: “what†”. A regular sequence structure is turned into an ambiguous one.

Orientation is generally evident when speakers abort and restart units of talk in specific circumstances (cf. Maynard & Clayman 2003). Goodwin (1979), for instance, has shown that, when a speaker notices a recipient’s gaze begin to wander, he will frequently make a cut off and restart the turn. Understanding or lack of understanding is, thus, displayed in interaction – just as Ib is displaying a lack of understanding in the situation by the “what†” particle, due to 1) the sudden establishment of Glass as a relevant non-human participant and 2) the lack of any verbal context markers or the invocation of procedures (Nielsen et al. 2012) that might otherwise project Glass as a next relevant participant. The recipient could do a no-knowledge account towards the Glass interaction, but does not, which may be due to the general “norm”: display of no-knowledge as a significant face-threatening social issue (Keevallik 2011). However, epistemic incongruence (Mondada 2011) is prevalent: When Ib responds with the “what†”, it functions as a fishing device (Pomerantz 1980), which is a resource for the pursuit of the interaction or it can even be interpreted as a practice for increasing participation. As a fishing device, the “what†” does the job of responding to and accounting for the lack of understanding of the Glass-user’s private experience and interaction with the non-human participant (Glass). Through interactively organised talk, gestures and postures, participants “normally” display relevant information about the sequential organisation of their joint participation. Participants orient towards a common ground and common understanding when trying to make sense of the situation. However, as shown in the analysis, the participant’s sense-making and interpretation of the sequential environment may be troubled by unknown elements in the interaction.

One of the most obvious solutions with the present kind of smart glass technology is for participants to account for, explain, and define the situation and to use meta-language (Bateson 1972) to construct a common understanding and etiquette for how to behave “accordingly” with the non-human participant (Glass). From a classic HCI standpoint, Thad Starner (1999) has made an argument for the construction of a “shared mental model”. However, as this cognitivist approach is inconsistent with CA, I propose a rather socio-practical solution, which is to make the private experience a public one through design of social interaction.

This task of making the private experience a public one did not succeed in the above example, producing the ambiguity in the situation. In the following example from case 1, participants are talking about an exhibition at the National Gallery of Denmark (SMK). In this situation, the Glass-user is accounting for her activity with the Glass, thus creating a basis for common understanding, which makes the situation a little more comprehensible.

Transcript 5. Constructing mutual understanding of the situation through accounts. The transcript is from case 1.

In line 7, Ida gives the command “ehh TAKE A NOTE”, which is displayed by social markers: the code switching of language (from Danish to English) and high volume, thus making the action recognizable as directed towards the non-human participant (Glass). This is, of course, already interpretable by her co-participants as a relevant action projected by her in line 5, which may be the reason for the lack of uptake from the others as they may be interpreting her turn as a multi-unit turn, which has not yet reached a transition relevant place. So far, it has only been Ida who has taken a turn and, several times, produced a self-select at possible completion points (silence in lines 4, 6, 8), and there is no overlap or repair. This may be due to her explanation in line 5 about how she could take a note, which is treated tacitly as an understandable and relevant Glass action by the others. However, it is not until she includes them all in the Glass-directed action by using clearly marked gestural drawings (Due forth.) in the air that...
she verbally invites them in line 9: “so: if there is something we should remember eh”. When she does this verbal invitation, she also includes her co-participants by turning her index finger in the air, pointing at them all as next relevant speakers; and, in the pause in line 11 she is gazing at them. This clearly marked embodied invitation to participate in an interaction with her and the non-human participant (Glass) is a success, as Sus responds with a proposal in line 13: “something we sha´ remember”, to which the others align themselves afterwards.

This section has been about ambiguity and epistemics in social interaction with Google Glass. The analyses of the two examples have shown several important things: First, that social interaction with a Glass-user may produce ambiguity and difficulties, which are observable as embodied tacit orientation with shifts in gaze, repair initiations, lack of uptake, and the production of silence at possible completion points in the conversation; second, that this ambiguity may be mitigated by displaying and accounting for the Glass-directed interaction - most notably, by a clear invitation to participate in the Glass-directed interaction. Speaking to Glass as “nonhuman side sequences” may, at the moment, become an interactional directed interaction. Speaking to Glass as “nonhuman side

DISCUSSION

Today, the various functions of smart glasses are ambiguous to most participants, which is observable as, e.g., hesitation and repair initiations in social interaction. As Starner (1999) noticed, the affordances of portable devices in the past helped constrain their perceived use. As opposed, for instance, to the use of a smartphone, which is almost always observable in interaction, the use of Glass is a more uncertain activity. With Glass, there are no general observable markers for activity and even fewer markers for specific activities. The functionality of Glass is manifold: check emails, take photos, record videos, search the Internet, play games, or use other kinds of apps. However, none of these different activities are displayable in social context. When participants are using smartphones, their co-participants may have a clue about what is going on since they can see the display or know the context. This is not the case with Glass. Therefore, the experience and understanding of the situation are private. Co-participants may have no idea as to how the device is being used at the time and whether or not the user is interruptible or a relevant / non-relevant participant in interaction. This is, as has been shown, a complicated matter in social interaction. There seem to be two obvious solutions: the design of a new shared social praxis or etiquette and/or a new technological design.

It seems at the moment with the present technology that information cannot be provided fast enough to be presented at specific, relevant times in interaction, which inevitably makes almost every kind of Glass-provided information out of sequential context, thus producing the different overlaps as shown throughout the analysis. The proposed “rule” for micro-interactions with technology, which involves a maximum of two to four seconds of waiting time (Miller 1968; Oulasvirta et al. 2005), needs to be re-thought because it has only been investigated from an HCI perspective (Ashbrook 2010:8). As Ashbrook also concludes, micro-interactions are desirable because they may minimize interruption. However, as has been shown throughout this paper, Glass interactions in a social context often occupy slots in conversation. Two to four seconds may be a long time to wait for interaction with a computer, but it seems even longer time when displayed as pauses in social interaction. As shown, participants are, on one hand, uncertain about how to respond and when to respond in relation to Glass-based interactions and, on the other hand, they are not just waiting in silence for the Glass-user to come back into the conversation. Instead, co-participants move on in the interaction, making Glass interactions appear out of context and as inappropriate overlaps.

One of the most obvious methods for overcoming barriers to using Glass is not necessarily to develop the technology or user interface as it is to develop and design shared practices and understandings of what a non-human participant such as Glass is or should be in interaction. Some of the major questions that arise from this are how or in what ways people will accept or treat Glass or smart glasses in general as non-human participants in social interaction with rights and obligations like human participants.

Variations of “dual purpose speech” technology (Lyons 2005) in which Glass interprets ordinary talk and, on the basis of key words and phrases from the talk, provides relevant information (such as time, calendar, etc.) may help regarding input. One of the key product design challenges moving forward must, therefore, be to continue work on the speed of providing relevant information and the way commands (input) are given to Glass.

For the time being, Google Glass is not for sale on the consumer market, which may be because of the social complications. The future versions of Google Glass and other smart glasses may learn from micro-analytical studies to design high-speed, non-disruptive inputs and social markers.
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